3H	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
 79.	See note O.
 80.	See §§ 64, 70, and note M.
 81.	See note M.    Of the data in the example " Q   in tE "
appears to be ignored in the solution.    See also § 77. .
 82.	For the Yogas see notes J (&) and S (d).    The Pythagorean
sum 27+274-6 = 60 is rather forced.    The Hindus do not usually
speak of six planets.
 83.	See note Q (a) for the rule, and note S (e) for the list of
months ;  and, for the remark about the vernal equinox, note O.
 84.	See note J (&).
 85.	So far most of the names have not been identified.   Numbers
4, 5 and 6 in the second column appear to be three consecutive
names of the Brihaspati  cycle,  namely Nandana,   Vijaya and
Jaya.    From the example that follows jit appears that the list
gives the names of the lords of the days and nights of the week.
See note Q (c).
 86.	Not understood.    The only figures used are 2, 5, 8, n, 14,
which are in arithmetical progression.    If the signs be arranged in
order as domiciles of the planets some system is apparent.   Thus :
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 87.	The   Moon's   ascending   and   descending   nodes   (Caput
Draconis and Cauda Draconis) are not mentioned, by their Hindu
names  (Rdhu and Ketu)  by Marshall.    Ptolemy ignored these
fictitious  planets,   but  Tertullian   speaks   of  their   astrological
influence.    In Hindu astrology they are not quite firmly esta-
blished.    Neither of  them  is  classed  as  a  planet  by Varaha
Mihira in his Brihaj Jdtaka, but both are called planets in his
Brihat  Samhita  and   also  in  the   Yajnavalkyasmriti.    Marshall
occasionally introduces  $3   (Rahu) but  83   (Ketu} only once.   In
Hindu planetary worship, however, both of them occur, and nearly
always are given in the sets of planetary figures.    See JASB.
vol. xvi. plates vii.-xii.
 88.	See note O for the astronomical details of this almanack.

